THE BAINBRIDGE COLLECTION
FROM CUTTER & BUCK®
Classic Bags For The Modern Executive
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A. 9840-60
Cutter & Buck® VIP Weekender Duffel

B. 9840-70
Cutter & Buck® VIP 2-Pocket Duffel

The Cutter & Buck® VIP Weekender Duffel is perfect for short
getaways. This duffel offers Cutter & Buck® luxury details like rich
heathered charcoal material, embossed leather accents, and a
branded snap closure on the grab handles and webbing. You’ll have
room for all your necessities with a large zippered main
compartment, a front slash pocket and a zippered back pocket. With
the adjustable, removable padded shoulder strap, you can just grab
this duffel and go.

The Cutter & Buck® VIP 2-Pocket Duffel is the perfect blend of luxury
and functionality in a travel bag. This duffel made from an
exceptionally durable material, features Cutter & Buck signature
hardware, and can be used as a carry-on. Featuring two zippered
front pockets, a zippered interior pocket, a magnetic closure back
pocket and vented side shoe pocket, this well thought out bag has
room for it all. Carry this bag with ease with the adjustable,
removable padded shoulder strap or the custom hardware grab
handles.

As Low As: $ 111.58[c]
MIN QTY: 6

As Low As: $ 153.13[c]
MIN QTY: 3

C. 9870-53
Cutter & Buck® Bainbridge Slim 15"
Computer Backpack
Just like the ever-changing weather in the Pacific Northwest, the
Bainbridge collection is rich in contrasts. The Cutter & Buck®
Bainbridge Slim Backpack is stylish and top of the line. This backpack
features a 15” computer sleeve and a back trolley sleeve, so taking
your laptop with you will be a breeze. The expandable gusset feature
expands the bag by 2”, giving you even more room to store your
accessories. To keep your belongings safe and secure, this bag
features a hidden back zippered pocket that offers RFID protection.
The custom Cutter & Buck® hardware, custom front d-ring and
leather accents throughout complete this bag.

As Low As: $ 125.38[c]
MIN QTY: 6

D. 9870-57
Cutter & Buck® Bainbridge Executive
Backpack
Just like the ever-changing weather in the Pacific Northwest, the
Bainbridge collection is rich in contrasts. The Cutter & Buck®
Bainbridge Executive Backpack takes carrying your gear to the next
level. This stylish bag features custom hardware and high quality
material such as leather accents. Stay charged on the go with the
USB port and cable that feeds into the large zippered main
compartment. This bag offers tons of zippered pockets and
organization, as well as a dedicated 15” computer sleeve. Keep your
belonging safe and secure with the back zippered RFID pocket. Use
the mesh, padded trolley sleeve to take this bag on the go with ease.

As Low As: $ 209.53[c]
MIN QTY: 3

